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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Supremo Taco from Atlanta. Currently, there are 19
menus and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What JoElla S likes about Supremo Taco:
This place was amazing. They were fast. I got the shrimp tacos and I haven’t had so much flavor explode in my

mouth like that in a long time! The asada was good to and I loved the horchata. I’m probably about to be a
regular lol. There aren’t chairs to eat there but tables you can stand up at and the deck ledge which was a cool

vibe to me. I spilled the juice from the shrimp tacos all over me because it was in a pape... read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on

the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. WiFi is available without additional
charges. What Maya Imani doesn't like about Supremo Taco:

Tried Supremo Taco for the first time tonight with my husband. Nice variety of options. We had to eat them in the
car bc they’re mostly single corn tortillas so they break. So heads up it gets messy. Presentation is quite sloppy.

Most of the tacos are delicious, my favorite was the carne asada lamb. I was disappointed in the carnitas.
Overall, I would recommend anyone to try it out! read more. The Supremo Taco in Atlanta serves various fine

seafood menus, Especially tasty juices are very popular among the guests. The customers also appreciate the
versatile, tasty Mexican cuisine, whose traditional dishes are prepared with corn, beans and spicy chilies, This

restaurant offers a catering service that allows guests to eat the dishes on-site or at the party.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Tac�
AL PASTOR

Desser�
CHURROS

Starter�
SHRIMP TACOS

So� drink�
JUICE

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

Erfrischungsgetränk�
HORCHATA

M�ica�
TACOS

Wrap� & Tac� 
STREET TACOS

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

BEANS

ONION
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